
DevOps Engineer (m/f/d)
LOCATION
Cluj-Napoca

COMPANY
ARRK Research & Development
SRL

CONTRACT TYPE
Full-time

Form of Work
Hybride

WHAT TO EXPECT

Are you interested in setting up and maintaining CI/CD pipelines for leading automotive manufacturers?
Would you like to consult with colleagues and customers on CI/CD topics and deployment infrastructure?
Are you open to introducing new tools to improve software development and deployment processes?

YOUR TASKS
 

YOUR PROFILE

Setting up and maintaining CI/CD pipelines for leading automotive
manufacturers
Consulting other colleagues and customers on CI/CD topics and
deployment infrastructure
Setting up deployment on cloud infrastructures
Introducing new tools to improve software development and
deployment processes

 Experience with a complex and mature Git branching model
Experience with CI/CD pipelines based on Jenkins, Docker and
Kubernetes. Ideally with OpenShift/AWS
Experience with Python, Linux Shells, Windows Batch and/or
PowerShell, and Groovy
Basic understanding of common network protocols like SSH
and HTTPS
Knowledge  of  C++  toolchains  and  building  tools  l ike
Make/CMake/Bazel is an advantage
Experience with CI/CD pipelines in Bitbucket/GitHub/Gitlab is a
plus
Good communication skills (also in English, German is a plus)
Interest in the automotive industry is an advantage

YOUR BENEFITS

 Exciting projects  Flexible working
hours 

 Company pension
plan 

 Attractive salary  Sports and
wellness offers 

 Pleasant working
atmosphere 

APPLY NOW

CONTACT
Timea Kovacs

career_romania@arrk-
engineering.com
+40 (0) 364 434 – 717
Privacy Policy

 ARRK Engineering is part of the international ARRK group of companies
and specialized  in  product  development.  Within  the  ARRK group of
companies  we  implement  product  developments  from  virtual
development  to  prototypes  and  small  series  production.

https://arrkeurope.onlyfy.jobs/apply/oa94dn3g1weascgkiahjm5hgxidsq6u
mailto:career_romania@arrk-engineering.com
mailto:career_romania@arrk-engineering.com
https://engineering.arrk.com/jobs-career/data-protection-for-job-applicants


For reasons of simplification, only the masculine form is used in this job advertisement. However, persons of any gender and any
orientation are always meant equally.
Our job offer is equally directed at severely disabled persons and persons of equal status.


